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ABSTRACT This paper aims to study the issue of robust synchronous control of multi-motor. A scheme of
synchronous motion based on the artificial potential field is proposed. In this scheme, a model of artificial
potential field is constructed and by employing the methods for the flocking control and the sliding mode
variable structure, the synchronous control is designed for the multi-motor system. Moreover, by using the
Lyapunov method and the graph theory, the stability conditions of the controlled system and further the
necessary conditions of multi-motor synchronous control are obtained. It shows that, under such designed
control scheme, the robustness with respect to the variations of parameters and the synchronous performance
of a multi-motor system can be improved. Finally, the simulation and experimental results illustrate the
effectiveness of the proposed method.

INDEX TERMS System of multi-motor, synchronous control, flocking control, artificial field, sliding mode
variable.

I. INTRODUCTION
Multi-agent coordination control has prospects of wide
application and is important in industrial manufacturing.
Researchers have conducted extensive studies in recent years
to apply multi-agent coordination control in multi-robot, air-
craft, and underwater vehicle fields, and the main research
methods include consensus [1], [2] and formation [3], [4],
containment [5]–[7], and flocking control [8], [9].

Synchronization is one of the most basic problems of
multi-agent coordination control [10]. Khatib et al. [11]
first proposed a strategy for flocking synchronous control
based on an artificial potential field. The method has been
applied successfully to multi-robot synchronous control. The
basic idea of the strategy is to consider motion of the
robot in the environment as motion in a virtual artificial
stress field. It has been applied extensively in real-time
obstacle avoidance and smooth trajectory control. Nakazawa
et al. [12] designed an artificial potential field controller
to maintain synchronous robot-human motion in a dynamic
environment. Zhang et al. [13] solved the problem of a

local minimum in robot motion by using a genetic algo-
rithm to optimize artificial potential field parameters. Xie
et al. [14] researched the application of synchronous control
in an artificial potential field in the matching of biological
cells.

Synchronization is also a core problem in multi-motor
motion [15], [16]. Synchronizing drive control for multi-
motors has been applied in various fields, such as paper
machines, printing presses, textile machines, numerical con-
trol machines, and even in high-power, high-speed railway
traction systems. The main traditional synchronous control
for multi-motors is uncoupling and coupling control. Uncou-
pling control includes mainly master-slave and electronic
virtual line-shafting control. Master-slave control can be
realized easily because of its simple structure. However,
it has weak robustness. Electronic virtual line shafting control
increases feedback of the auxiliary shaft torque, and enhances
synchronous performance [17]. Coupling control includes
the cross-coupling synchronous control strategy proposed
by Koren, and the relative coupling synchronous structure
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proposed by Perez-Pinal [18]. Synchronous performance can
be better realized, and the control algorithm is complex.

However, two problems require further research in syn-
chronous control. The first is to build a mathematical model
of the system. Existing literature considers the actual system
as the point [19], that is, a simple integrator acts as the
research object without considering the actual dynamic equa-
tion. However, no such simplified model exists in practical
engineering. The second problem is robust flocking control,
that is, how to consider parameter variations, external distur-
bances, and some other factors in designing the synchronous
controller. Some scholars have researched only one of the
problems. For example, a bank of observers are designed to
study the state observation and unknown input identification
problems with high-order sliding mode techniques [20], and
a finite-time distributed consensus algorithm based on the
sliding mode control is designed and the tracking time is
estimated analytically [21]. Therefore, based on the con-
struction of an actual system mathematical model, a robust
synchronous controller of the multi-motor that integrates the
artificial potential field with sliding mode variable structure
is proposed for the parameter variation that exists in the
model.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, a topolog-
ical structure of the multi-motor is described. Section 3 pro-
poses a multi-motor controller for the artificial potential
field. Section 4 designs a multi-motor synchronous controller
that integrates the artificial potential field with the sliding
mode variable structure. Section 5 analyzes the simulation
and experiment, and then summarize and recommend future
research work in section 6.

II. TOPOLOGICAL STRUCTURE OF MULTI-MOTOR
Graph theory is used to describe the network topological
structure [22], [23] of information transfer among the multi-
agent in this paper. A flocking topological structure dia-
gram based on a leader-follower multi-motor is designed to
describe the relationship between each motor. Four practical
motors are used as an example. A flocking topological struc-
ture diagram of multi-motor D1 is given in Figure 1, where
black circle represents (Leader Motor)M0, white circles rep-
resent four Follower Motors Mi(i = 1, 2, 3, 4), respectively.
Dotted arrows represent relationship between each follower
motor and leader motor, four follower motors running under
the control of M0.
Definition 1 [24]: A weighted directed graph D refers to

an ordered triple (V (D),H (D),WD). V (D) = {v1, v2, . . . , vn}
is a nonempty set of nodes, which is termed the set of
tops of D. The tops donate each motor agent. H (D) =
{(vi, vj)

∣∣vi, vj ∈ V (D) } is the set of edges ofD. (vi, vj) is used
to represent the connection of agent motor i and j. WD is
the weight of (vi, vj), and represents the interaction function
between the agent motors i and j.
Definition 2 [24]: Adjacency matrix A(D) = (aij)n×n,

where aij is factor weight that agent motor vi affects vj. vi
is the starting point, vj is the end, where aij = 1, otherwise

FIGURE 1. A flocking topological structure diagram of multi-motor D1.

aij = 0. Incidence matrix M (D) = (mij)n×m, if vi is the
start point of edge (vi, vj), mij = 1, if vj is the end point of
edge (vi, vj), mij = −1, otherwise mij = 0. Matrix L(D) =
M (D)M (D)T is the Laplacian matrix of D. It presents most
of features of Figure D, when D connected, L(D) is positive
semidefinite.
Definition 3:Angular position of leader motor is θ0 = f (t),

where f (t) is the set value of angular position, real-time angu-
lar position of each follower motor is θ = [ θ1 θ2 ... θn−1 ]T .
The actual angular position synchronous matrix is D ={
Dij
}
n×n, where Dij = θi − θj and Dij = 0, j = i.

Through Definition 1 in the flocking topological structure
diagram of multi-motor which is shown in Fig.1,V (D1) =
{vm0, vm1, vm2, vm3, vm4} presents five agent motors, edges
(vm0, vm1), (vm0, vm2), (vm0, vm3) and (vm0, vm4) present the
relationship of M0 and Mi and effect is one-way, where M0
leadsMi to move. We can obtain A(D1),M (D1) and L(D1) by
combining Definition 2.

Adjacency matrix

A(D1) =


0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0

 . (1)

Incidence matrix

M (D1) =


1 1 1 1
−1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1

 . (2)

Laplacian matrix

L(D1) =


4 −1 −1 −1 −1
−1 1 0 0 0
−1 0 1 0 0
−1 0 0 1 0
−1 0 0 0 1

 , (3)

L(D1) is positive semidefinite apparently.
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Combining Figure 1 and Definition 3, we can get the actual
angular position synchronous matrix D1.

D1=



0 θ0 − θ1 θ0 − θ2 θ0 − θ3 θ0 − θ4

θ1 − θ0 0 θ1 − θ2 θ1 − θ3 θ1 − θ4

θ2 − θ0 θ2 − θ1 0 θ2 − θ3 θ2 − θ4

θ3 − θ0 θ3 − θ1 θ3 − θ2 0 θ3 − θ4

θ4 − θ01 θ4 − θ1 θ4 − θ21 θ4 − θ3 0


.

(4)

Synchronous error matrix of multi-motor

E = (A(D1) ◦ D1)1n×1, (5)

where ‘◦’ is product of Hadamard matrix, 1n×1 =

(11. . .1)T1×n.
From Eq.(1), (4), (5), we can get synchronous error matrix

E which is shown in Figure.1

E =



0 0 0 0 0

θ1 − θ0 0 0 0 0

θ2 − θ0 0 0 0 0

θ3 − θ0 0 0 0 0

θ4 − θ0 0 0 0 0





1

1

1

1

1


=



0

θ1 − θ0

θ2 − θ0

θ3 − θ0

θ4 − θ0


.

(6)

Form the above equation, we can see that if topologi-
cal structure of multi-motor stays running synchronously,
the synchronization error matrix E = 0, that is, θ0 = θi.
We can consider the interaction function WD among motors
in the graph theory as the motor controller. The motor con-
troller is designed to meet the requirement of θ0 = θi. The
controller is designed by a combination of artificial potential
field function and sliding mode variable structure to achieve
real-time synchronization of the motor angular.

III. SYNCHRONOUS CONTROL OF ARTIFICIAL

POTENTIAL FIELD
We apply the traditional artificial potential field model of the
robot proposed by Leonard and Fiorelli [23], to the multi-
motor synchronous control. As shown in Figure 1, the multi-
motor agent system is composed of four followers and one
leader. Force of the motor is shown in the arrow in the
figure, the force f is generated by artificial potential field
and the potential field function is V1. V1 and f among motors
are decided by e between leader and follower motor, where
e = eleader − efollower .
Definition 4: Potential field function of motor agent is

defined as follows

V1 =


1
2
ke2 + ln(e+ d)+

d
e+ d

|e| < d

γ |e| ≥ d,
(7)

where k is positive gain factor, d is positive real number,
presenting maximum scope of agent potential field. γ is any

real number, presenting agent potential field is a fixed value
beyond maximum scope.
Definition 5: Potential field force f of motor agent is

defined as follows

f =


−ρ2 −d < e < −d1
ke+

e
(e+ d)2

−d1 ≤ e < d

0 |e| ≥ d .

(8)

Relationship between f and e is shown in Figure 2.

FIGURE 2. Relationship between f and e.

where ρ1 and ρ2 are the upper and lower bounds of f ,
respectively.

When e ∈ (−d, d), Potential field force of motor,
0 < e < d f > 0 attractive force
e = 0 f = 0 equilibrium point
−d < e < 0 f < 0 repulsive force.

(9)

From Figure 2 and Eq. (9), when e = 0, f = 0, which
is the ideal equilibrium point, the leader and follower motors
maintain synchronous running. When 0 < e < d , f > 0,
the potential field force behaves as an attractive force, that is,
the leader motor attracts the follower motors. The physical
result is an acceleration of the follower motors to synchronize
with the leader motor. When −d < e < 0, f < 0,
the potential field force behaves as a repulsive force, and the
leader motor repels the follower motors. The physical result
is a deceleration of the follower motors to synchronize with
the leader motor.

Under synchronous control for the multi-motor with artifi-
cial potential field, if the motor parameters vary, the multi-
motor controlled by the individual artificial potential field
shows the phenomenon of chattering with large ampli-
tude, and the follower motors cannot synchronize with the
leader motor. Considering that the sliding mode variable
structure control has a strong robustness, which does not
change with system parameters and disturbance, if slid-
ing mode variable structure control is added to the arti-
ficial potential field, real-time synchronous cooperation
performance among the multi-motor will be improved
effectively.
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IV. SYNCHRONOUS CONTROL OF MULTI-MOTOR BY
COMBINING ARTIFICIAL POTENTIAL FIELD WITH
SLIDING MODE VARIABLE STRUCTURE
A. CONTROLLED OBJECT MODEL
A direct current motor is chosen as the agent, according to the
equation for voltage and torque balance of the motor:

U = Ri+ L
di
dt
+ E

E = ceω

Te − TL = J
dω
dt

Te = kmi,

(10)

where U is voltage of armature, R is the total resistance
of armature circuit, L is inductance of armature winding, ω
is speed of DC motor, i is armature current of motor, E is
induction electromotive force of armature, ce is voltage feed-
back coefficient, J is rotational inertia, km is electromagnetic
torque coefficient, TL is load torque, Te is electromagnetic
torque.

Under synchronous control for the multi-motor, we design
a synchronous controller for the ith motor. States x1i and x2i
are the angle and speed of motor i, respectively, where x1i =
θi, x2i = ωi. x1i and x2i are regarded as bounded variations in
practical project.

From Eq. (10), the system state can be described by the
equation {

ẋ1i=x2i
ẋ2i=− aix2i+biui,

(11)

where ai =
kmicei
JiRi

, bi = kui
kmi
JiRi

, ai > 0, bi > 0.
When system parameter changes, the system parameters

ai, bi are variable and respectively written as{
ai = āi +1ai
bi = b̄i +1bi,

(12)

where āi, b̄i are nominal value of parameters, 1ai, 1bi are
variation of corresponding parameters. Assuming that varia-
tion is bounded, that is |1ai| < δ1i, |1bi| < δ2i, and δ1i, δ2i
is bounded positive number.

The synchronous control strategy graph of a multi-motor
that integrates the artificial potential field with a sliding mode
variable structure is constructed as shown in Figure 3.

Assuming that angular error is e1i, e1i = xd − x1i, speed
error e2i, e2i = ẋd − x2i, angular of leader motor is xd ,
xd = θ0 = θd , speed of leader motor is ẋd , and xd , ẋd , ẍd
are bounded.

The linear sliding mode surface is selected as

si = cie1i + e2i, (13)

where ci is a being designed positive slope of the slidingmode
surface.
Theorem 1: For the controlled object described by

Eqs. (11) and (12), the multi-motor synchronous controller

can be designed as the following controller, which com-
bines the artificial potential field and sliding mode variable
structure.

ui = u1i + u2i, (14)

where u1i = k1ie1i +
e1i

(e1i+d)2
is artificial potential field

control. u2i = k2isgn(si) is sliding mode variable structure
control, sgn(si) is a signum function, i = 1, 2...n.
If control coefficients k1i > 0, k2i is sufficiently large,

the e1i, e2i are uniform convergence.
Proof: Choosing Lyapunov function

Vi =
1
2
s2i . (15)

From Eqs. (11)-(15), we obtain that,

V̇i = siṡi = si[cie2i + ẍd + aix2i − biu1i −1biu2i − b̄iu2i]

= si[ẍd + aix2i − biu1i −1biu2i + cie2i − b̄ik2isgn(si)]

≤ |si| [|1fi| − b̄ik2i], (16)

where

1fi = ẍd + aix2i − biu1i −1biu2i + cie2i. (17)

From the above analysis and assumptions, all variables in
1fi are bounded, that is |1fi| < Fi, and Fi is bounded positive
number.
Therefore, if we choose a positive constant k2i, such that

k2i ≥
1

b̄i
(Fi + ηi), (18)

where ηi is a positive constant.
Then, it follows

V̇i ≤ −ηi |si| , (19)

which implies that V̇i is negative definite. A sliding mode
motion can be driven to the sliding mode surface in finite
time. As long as the sliding mode motion reaches the sliding
mode surface, based on the equivalence principle of sliding
mode control [25], [26], we obtain

si = ṡi = 0. (20)

It follows from (13) and (20) that

e1i(t) = e1i(0)e−cit , e2i(t) = e2i(0)e−cit . (21)

From (21) we can further obtain that

lim
t→∞

e1i(t) = 0, lim
t→∞

e2i(t) = 0. (22)

This completes the proof. �
According to the topological structure graph of a multi-

motor in Figure 1, the multi-motor synchronous control
strategy graph is constructed in Figure 3. The controller is
designed as ui in Theorem 1, then e1i = 0, namely θ0 =
θi(i = 1, 2, 3, 4), is obtained. Consequently, the synchroniza-
tion error matrix E = 0 of the angular position is obtained.
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FIGURE 3. The synchronous control strategy graph of a multi-motor that integrates the artificial
potential field with a sliding mode variable structure.

TABLE 1. Five motors nominal value parameters.

V. THE SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
A. THE SIMULATION ANALYSIS
Simulation research is conducted on the established model
and controller using simulation software
MATLAB/Simulink. M0 and M1, M2, M3, M4 are the leader
and follower motors, respectively. The given angle of M0 is
θ0 = sin (t)rad. Parameter settings of five direct current servo
motors are given in Table 1.

1) SIMULATION EXPERIMENT 1
When parameters of motor are fixed, we use artificial poten-
tial field controller.

To verify the validity of the artificial potential field algo-
rithm shown in Eq. (8), simulation analysis is conducted
for the multi-motor flocking topological structure graph in
Figure 1 for invariable motor parameters. The initial values
of angular position of the follower motor M1, M2, M3, M4
are -0.1rad, -0.2rad, -0.25rad, -0.4rad, respectively. When the
motor parameters are invariable, the tracking diagram of the
angular position of M1 is shown in Figure 4. M1 can match
M0 within 2s. The tracking error in Figure 5 shows that the
tracking error of the single motor gradually converges to zero.

The above simulation is a single motor to follow the
leader motor. The tracking and synchronous error graphs
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FIGURE 4. Position tracking of M1.

FIGURE 5. Tracking error of M1.

FIGURE 6. Tracking error based on artificial potential field.

of the entire motor will be presented to analyze the entire
synchronous performance of the multi-motor. The angular
error graph of four follower motors is shown in Figure 6,
where ei = θi − θd . A synchronous error of the motor angle
is shown in Figure 7, and the synchronous error is defined
as Ei = θi − θi+1(i = 1, 2, . . . , n). When θi = θi+1,
Ei = 0, and complete synchronization between each motor
is achieved. The simulation graph shows that each motor can
achieve synchronization in a certain period of time under
artificial potential field control, while the synchronous time
is relatively long.

FIGURE 7. Synchronous error based on artificial potential field.

2) SIMULATION EXPERIMENT 2
When parameters of motor are variable, we use the controller
that integrates the artificial potential field with the sliding
mode variable structure designed in this paper.

Eq. (14) is the control algorithm that integrates the arti-
ficial potential field with the sliding mode variable structure.
Eq. (8) is the artificial potential field algorithm. If we consider
that the motor parameters are variable, nominal parameter
values are listed in Table 1, and the variables 1ai = sin (t),
1bi = 10 sin (t). Firstly, we analyze the tracking perfor-
mance of the single follower motor M1. The performance and
tracking error of the motor under control of a combination of
artificial potential field with sliding mode variable structure
and that under control of the artificial potential field are
shown in Figs. 8 and 9. The formermotor in Figure 8 can track
the leader motor within 0.5s by using three times less time
than that in Figure 9 and the tracking error of the single motor
converges to zero, whereas the motor under the artificial
potential field requires 2s to track the leader motor.

We then analyze the synchronous coordination of the
whole motor. When the motor parameters are variable,
the tracking error graph of angular of the entire motor
based on a synchronous controller that combines the arti-
ficial potential field and sliding mode variable structure is
shown in Figure 10(a). The tracking error graph of the multi-
motor angular under control of the artificial potential field
is shown in Figure 10(b). A comparison of two simulation
results shows that the former converges to zero at 0.3s, and
has almost no chattering. The latter also converges to zero at
3s, however, chattering occurs. Therefore, the entire tracking
effect for the controller that integrates the artificial potential
field with the sliding mode variable structure is better than
that of the separate artificial potential field.

Figure 11(a) shows the entire synchronous error graph
based on control that combines the artificial potential field
and sliding mode variable structure. The multi-motor syn-
chronous error graph under control of the artificial potential
field is shown in Figure 11(b). The synchronous error under
control of the artificial potential field and the sliding mode
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FIGURE 8. Tracking graph of M1 based on artificial potential field with sliding mode variable structure.

FIGURE 9. Tracking graph of M1 based on artificial potential field.

FIGURE 10. Comparison of tracking error. (a) Tracking error based on artificial potential field with sliding mode variable
structure. (b) Tracking error based on artificial potential field.

variable structure completes synchronization within 0.4s, and
exhibits almost no chattering later, when the motor param-
eters are variable. The synchronous error under control of
the separate artificial potential field fluctuates up or down
by at 2.5s, and chattering occurs later. Moreover, the pre-
cision of the synchronous error is lower than the former.

The synchronous error J1 = 0.25
∫
∞

0

4∑
i=1
|Ei|dt = 0.009

based on control that combines the artificial potential field
and sliding mode variable structure. The synchronous error

is J2 = 0.25
∫
∞

0

4∑
i=1
|Ei|dt = 0.075 under control of the arti-
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FIGURE 11. Comparison of synchronous error. (a) Synchronous error based on artificial potential field with sliding mode
variable structure. (b) Synchronous error based on artificial potential field.

ficial potential field. Therefore, the controller that integrates
the artificial potential field with the sliding mode variable
structure can cope with a variation in parameters in multi-
motor synchronization more effectively.

FIGURE 12. Position tracking of Mi (i = 1,2,3,4) based on artificial
potential field with sliding mode variable structure.

Figure 12 is simulation result of the dynamic response
of the position tracking between the actual motor (follower
motor) Mi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) and reference motor(leader motor)
M0 based on artificial potential field with sliding mode vari-
able structure.

The above simulation results indicate that the designed
controller of the artificial potential field of the motor can
maintain synchronous running of the multi-motor, when the
parameter are invariable. However, when the parameters vary
with time, the effects of tracking and synchronous errors
are both relatively poor. The controller that integrates the
artificial potential field with the sliding mode variable struc-
ture can overcome the influence from a variation in param-
eters. It possesses excellent tracking performance for the
single controller, and can also complete rapid synchronous
requirements of real-time angular of multi-motors with small
chattering amplitude, high synchronous precision and rapid
convergence rate.

B. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
The semi-physical simulation platform RT-Lab is used.
RT-Lab OP5600 and the controller TMS320F2812 are used
for the experimental simulation with the following exper-
imental process. Compiled code is downloaded from the
model of the motor system, and transferred to OP5600. Then
codeC that is downloaded from the designed controllermodel
is transferred to TMS320F2812 to run. This achieves the
hardware in the loop of the controller in the semi-physical
simulation [16]. The sampling period is set at 5 µs. The
RT-Lab platform is shown in Figure 13.

FIGURE 13. RT-Lab experiment setup.

Parameters and condition of the motor selected in the
experiment are the same as those of section 5.1. The con-
troller of the artificial potential field in Eq. (8) is used in
the experiment of multi-motor synchronous control. A graph
of the angular position of the four follower motors is shown
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FIGURE 14. Angular position of the four follower motors based on RT-Lab(θ : 0.5rad /case).

FIGURE 15. Angular tracking and synchronous error obtained by controller of artificial potential field based on RT-Lab. (a) Tracking
error(e:0.2rad/case). (b) Synchronous error(E : 0.25rad/case).

in Figure 14 and the four motors can all follow the leader
motor.

For the experiment of synchronous motion of the
multi-motor with variable parameters, the controller of the
artificial potential field in Eq. (8) and the controller that
integrates the artificial potential field with the sliding mode

variable structure in Eq. (14) are applied for comparison. The
experimental results of the former are shown in Figure 15,
with the tracking and synchronous error graphs shown in
Figs. 15 (a) and 15 (b), respectively. Results from the latter
are shown in Figure 16, where the tracking and synchronous
error graphs are shown in Figs. 16 (a) and 16 (b), respectively.
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FIGURE 16. Angular tracking and synchronous error obtained by controller that integrates the artificial potential field with the
sliding mode variable structure based on RT-Lab. (a) Tracking error(e:0.2rad/case). (b) Synchronous error(E : 0.25rad/case).

Acomparison of the tracking and synchronous error graphs
shows that the results based on the simulation platform
RT-Lab are the same as those from simulation analysis
MATLAB. When the motor parameters are variable,
the speed of the following and synchronous errors of the
multi-motors under the control of the artificial potential field
and the sliding mode variable structure converges to zero
faster than that of the controller of the separate artificial
potential field. In addition, the track is relatively smooth.

VI. CONCLUSION
The paper aims to address two core problems: identifying a
new synchronous strategy for multi-motors and increasing
the system synchronism and robustness. The synchronous
control strategy for a multi-motor system that integrates an
artificial potential field with sliding mode variable structure
is proposed. Graph theory is used to analyze the multi-
motor topological structure. Then, an artificial field model
which combines flocking control is constructed. Synchronous
operation of each follower motor with a leader motor is
realized by interaction of the attractive and repulsive forces
of the leader motor. In engineering practice, motor param-
eters are variable, whereas the sliding mode of the sliding
mode variable structure can be designed affected by param-
eters of system and disturbance. To increase the robustness
for multi-motor synchronization, a multi-motor synchronous
controller that integrates an artificial potential field with a
sliding mode variable structure is designed. The controller
stability is proved by the Lyapunov method. The tracking
and synchronous performance of the controller that integrates
the artificial potential field with the sliding mode variable
structure is improved and strong robustness over the artificial
potential field controller is illustrated by simulation results.
The effectiveness of the controller is further verified using
experimental platform RT-Lab.
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